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Here you can find the menu of Pavarazzi's Gourmet Pizza in Ottawa. At the moment, there are 21 dishes and
drinks on the food list. You can inquire about changing offers via phone. What Sam Pacocha likes about

Pavarazzi's Gourmet Pizza:
this is the only place in ottawa to get a panzoratti. if you think a calezone is the same as a panzoratti, you make
sweat. if they never had a panzoratti, then they march directly to pavarazzis and order one (the spicy fries trust

me) and then close their eyes as they bite it. if they listen carefully, they can hear the angel singing....it's so good.
read more. What Brennon Aufderhar doesn't like about Pavarazzi's Gourmet Pizza:

Pizza is undercooked, toppings are poor quality and over very underwhelming. I had read good and bad reviews
about this place but thought I would try it. Never again, certainly not gourmet pizza and way overpriced

considering the poor quality. read more. In Pavarazzi's Gourmet Pizza in Ottawa, they prepare delicious pizza
using a time-honored method, served fresh, and you will find classic Italian cuisine with classics like pizza and

pasta.
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Starter� & Salad�
FRENCH FRIES

Sauce�
TOMATO SAUCE

Desser�
TIRAMISU

Topping�
TOPPINGS

Brea�
GARLIC BREAD

Sauce�
SAUCE

Restauran� Categor�
ITALIAN

Appet�er�
GARLIC BREAD

CREMA DI POMODORO

Ingredient� Use�
TOMATO

GARLIC

Past�
FETTUCCINE ALFREDO

PASTA ALFREDO

FETTUCCINE

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
PIZZA

BREAD

PASTA
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Opening Hours:
Monday 16:00 -22:00
Tuesday 16:00 -23:00
Wednesday 16:00 -23:00
Thursday 11:00 -23:00
Friday 11:00 -00:00
Saturday 16:00 -23:00
Sunday 16:00 -22:00
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